MODULE D
JACQUE COUSTEAU-A LIFE AT SEA
1)What do we learn about Cousteau from lines 1-4?
i)why his work was important
2)What can we understand from lines 5-10?
iv) Cousteau's films were very popular

3) Cousteau helped solve some problems for underwater
Photographers. What was ONE of these problems?
iii)They couldn't breathe underwater.
4)What equipment enabled Cousteau to make his films? Give ONE
Answer from lines 11-16.
ANSWER :Special cameras// Special lights//The aqualung..
5)What did Cousteau's film show viewers ?Give TWO answers ,from the
lines below.
1)Lines 5-10:Strange and beautiful underwater creatures.
2)Lines 17-24:Garbage that was floating on the sea.
6)According to lines 19-20 Cousteau wanted people to become aware of the terrible
effect of pollution .What was the terrible effect?
ANSWER:The death of many sea creatures.
7)What are we told in lines 17-24 about Cousteau Society?
ii)Why it was founded.
v)What activities it offers.

MODULE F
JACQUE COUSTEAU-A LIFE AT SEA
1)What do we learn about Cousteau from lines 1-14?
ii)Why his work was important.
v)How popular his film and books were.
2)What are we told about the Calypso in lines 1-14?
iv)It will have a new role.

3)According to line 15 ,filming underwater posed "serious problems".
What was ONE of these problems?
iii)The cameramen couldn't stay underwater for very long.
4)COPMLETE THE SENTENCES ACCORDING TO THE LINES BELOW.
1)Lines 8-14:Viewers of Cousteau's films found out about the creatures populating the
underwater world// the fascinating creatures underwater.
2)Lines 15-24: Viewers of Cousteau's films found out about the huge amounts of garbage that
were drifting far out at sea.
5)COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
From lines 21-24 ,we learn why Cousteau founded the Cousteau Society.
6)We can understand that both the activists and the zoologists mentioned in lines 25-35
believed that Cousteau
i)didn't care enough about the sea creatures

MODULE A
COME VOLUNTEER AT THE ZOO
1)Who is this advertisement for?Give ONE answer.
ANSWER:Teenagers who like animals//want to volunteer.
2)When do Zoo Teens volunteer?
ii)On school vacations.
3)What work do Zoo Teens do?
i)They help visitors at the zoo.
v)They take people around the zoo.
4)If you want to be a Zoo Teen ,what should your parents write in the letter?
ANSWER: That they allow me to volunteer.
5) Zoo Teens learn how to talk in front of people because they have to(-)
ii)tell groups of visitors about animals.

6)COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
Before teenagers can go for an interview, they have to fill out the form (in the website).
THE CHANGE IN HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL
7)What was the problem in Hamilton?
ii)The high school did not have enough students.
8)How did David Clark solve the problem?
i)He invited students from other countries.
9)What shows that David Clark's project was successful?
ii)The students from Hamilton can stay in their school.
10)Why was Vanessa sad when she first came to Hamilton? Give ONE reason.
ANSWER:There was no cellphone service// There was no shopping mall.
11)Why is Vanessa happy now?
iii)She has lots of new friends.
12)COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
David Clark thinks that in the future ,the school will have more students.
LISTENING COMPREHENSION.
GOOD NIGHT PROJECT-CHANGING TEENAGERS' SLEEPING HABITS.
13)In their project,Sonia and her friends help teenagers (-)
iii)learn about good sleeping habits.
14)When Sonia interviewed students,she found out that they (-)
ii)thought that they get enough sleep.
15)Sonia organizes activities because she wants teenagers (-)
ii)to hear about her project.
16)Who helps Sonia in the Good Night Project?
i)Experts on sleep.
17)How does Sonia know that the Good Night Project is successful?
ii)Many teenagers write to thank her.

iv)Many schools want to start this project.
MODULE E
ANIMALS AT YOUR SERVICE
1)What do we learn from the research findings that are presented in lines 1-4?
iii)The claim of pet owners are justified.
2)According to lines 5-6 ,hospital patients can now play with a pet.Give ONE way that this can
help them.
ANSWER:It reduces stress//It helps patients recover from illness more quickly//It improves
mood.
3)From lines 5-12 we learn about (-)
ii)the importance of anomals' personality.
4)In lines 10-12 ,"moving through crowded corridors "is given as an example of (-)
i)an experience that is hard for him.
5)Give ONE similarity between the AAT and the Pet Partner Program.
ANSWER: They use trained animals//They use animals in hospitals.
6)Give ONE difference between the AAT and the Pet Partner Program.
COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
Unlike the people in the Pet Partner Program,the people working at AAT are professional
therapists//part of the medical team//paid for their work.
7)What can we understand about AAT from lines 16-21?
iii)How it can help the medical team.
8)From lins 22-25 we learn (-)
ii)why the use of an animal might be stopped.
9)Who are the clients" that are mentioned in line 25?
ANSWER:The hospital patients.
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
A NEW LOOK AT PLASTIC
10)What does Tom explain in his first answer?
iii)Why he wrote a book about plastic.
11)What was the reaction to plastic at the beginning of the 20th century?
iv)People understood how useful plastic was.

12)According to Tom ,how are paper and plastic similar?
COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
Both materials are harmful to the environment.
13)According to Tom,using plastic medical equipment only once is (-)
ii)necessary.
14)In his last answer ,Tom presents several advantages of plastic..
Give ONE of these advantages.
ANSWER: It is strong// It is light// It is cheap// It is easy to recycle.
15)What opinion does Tom express in his last answer?
ii)The way plastic products are used should change.

MODULE B
TECHNOLOGY TODAY MAGAZINE
1)What do we learn from lines 1-4?
ii)What the interview is about.
2)What should you do if you want to use the new invention?
i)Put a special lock on you door.
iv)Use the code that was sent to your cellphone.
3)According to lines 12-18,why does Jennifer like the invention?
iii)Because she can unlock her door from far away.
4)Jennifer's son could not get into the house because (-)
ii)he didn't have his cellphone.
5)COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
Jennifer's guests could use their cellphones to enter her house because she sent a code to their
cellphones.
6)According to lines 20-23,why do some hotels use this new invention?
ANSWER:To save money //They don't want to spend money on keys(any more).
7) COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.

According tolines 25-26,this invention works only when the battery is full// the battery is not
empty.

